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The Voice Pipe
Hello everyone,
As we progress into the fall and the final months of
this year, I can’t help but to reflect on the summer
and previous months. As we all have been challenged with the health concerns of Covid-19, I hope
this message finds you safe and doing well.
I am sure many of our members were facing local restrictions as well as travel plans being curtailed. We
have been fortunate in Canada working hard to slow
the curve however, sadly, the majority of our members are affected by those restrictions and finding
themselves limited in their activities.
If you have had ill family and friends, complicated
with restriction in visitation, I hope you were able to
find a way to connect and reassure your loved ones.

review the Constitution and Bylaws, and a decision as
to holding member meetings was made. Also, a suggestion was made, and we have put an ad into The
Lookout for its Remembrance Day edition, in appreciation to those who serve. Lest We Forget.
With the aid of Patrick Hunt setting up the process a
member Zoom meeting was held in October. Members could chat and see other members including a
couple of our fellas who have moved to the US who
joined in without crossing the border. Everyone
liked the Zoom meeting and another is planned for
later this month.
Your SAOC-W Newsletter has been named Angles &
Dangles, and your Editor Valerie has worked diligently to resource articles and topics of interest. She also
has set forth a challenge to our members to participate in the newest column called ‘Below Decks’ Tales.
Last but not least, the Executive did some research
into the possibility of hosting our annual Christmas
Luncheon. It will be held at the C&PO’s mess due to
changing COVID 19 rules. We were unable to have it
at the normal 4 Mile Pub location. Distancing rules
will be in place to make it safe; we are inviting you to
attend at the CPO’s Mess, on Sunday, December 6th,
1200 hrs. Details of the menu have been forwarded
to you.

This summer the SAOC Central group teamed together to help paint and maintain HMCS OJIBWA (a museum) in Port Burwell, Ontario. Covid-19 limited participation of out of province volunteers; however, the
project was completed with amazing work during this
difficult time. Many from around the world chipped
in monies to help support this objective. I mentioned
in my last post, and sent our appreciation to those
Please note that this year the Silver Cross Mother has
who brought this project to completion. Bravo Zulu
been selected for this year. It is Debbie Sullivan, the
to all.
mother of fellow submariner Chris Saunders. I was
Your Executive met and mapped out a course of acwith Chris on HMCS CHICOUTIMI during the fire and
tion to handle the association business during Covidthe event will always be in my memory and his pass19 of which a completed Financial Review was subing will always affect me.
mitted by Valerie Braunschweig then was directed to
Respectfully your brother,
the Financial committee for final study. This will be
brought to the membership in the near future. Chris Wade Berglund
Parks updated the bank account information. Patrick President SAOC-W
Hunt & Bob Emery began a Governance committee to 778-425-2936

HMCS Chicoutimi
CONGRATULATIONS to the crew on the5th Anniversary
of Chicoutimi’s 2015 commissioning from the members
of the Submariners Association of Canada-West

HMCS Chicoutimi was
commissioned into the RCN
On 03 Sep 2015, at the navy
dockyard, Esquimalt, BC.

HMCS Chicoutimi (SSK 879) is a Victoria-class long-range hunter- killer (SSK) submarine of
the Royal Canadian Navy, originally built and operated by the Royal Navy as HMS Upholder.

The former HMS Upholder was laid up by the Royal Navy in Jun 1994, and accepted by
Canada and named Chicoutimi in a ceremony in Faslane, UK, on 02 Oct 2004.
Sailing for Halifax on 04 Oct 2004, while running on the surface in heavy seas northwest of Ireland on the 05 Oct 2004, Chicoutimi suffered a major electrical fire, resulting
in total loss of power and propulsion, and the unfortunate death of one crew member
and injury of nine others.
An international rescue effort involving British, Irish and American naval and civilian vessels
eventually rescued the crew and took the submarine under tow for return to Faslane, UK on 10
Oct 2004. She later was transported to Canada on the submersible heavy lift ship Eide Transporter, arriving in Halifax on 01 Feb 2005.
Chicoutimi was not commissioned into the RCN, pending an assessment into the feasibility of repair. The ship was placed in an Extended Limited Maintenance Period (ELMP) and in Apr 2006 it
was announced that repairs would be deferred until her Extended Docking Work Period (EDWP),
then anticipated to commence in 2010, as the first EDWP to be conducted by industry under the
Victoria In-Service Support Contract (VISSC).
Chicoutimi was transported to the Canadian Submarine Maintenance Group (CSMG) facility in
Esquimalt, BC. Under the terms of the VISSC, on the submersible heavy lift ship Tern, arriving on
29 Apr 2009. She entered her EDWP as predicted, in Sep 2010, and was undocked in Nov 2013.
Chicoutimi has commenced a tiered readiness program with the aim of having the submarine
available for participation in a multi-national exercise planned for the fall of 2014. The submarine
was repaired and entered Canadian service in 2015 On 03 Sept. 2105, HMCS Chicoutimi was
commissioned into the RCN at the naval dockyard, Esquimalt, B.C. On 15 Jun 2017, HMCS
Chicoutimi, while alongside at CFB Esquimalt, was struck by the Orca patrol craft Cougar which
was exiting the harbour. There were no injuries from the incident
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Submariner’s receive metals for 2018 European deployment
By Ryan Melanson,
Trident Staff

Prior to entering its current period of maintenance and repair, HMCS Windsor spent nearly four years as a
workhorse for the Royal Canadian Navy’s submarine fleet, culminating in a 133-day deployment to Op
PROJECTION Euro-Atlantic through the spring of 2018.
Windsor was officially recognized for its success during that deployment on March 3, 2020 with the Commander of the Canadian Submarine Force, Capt. (N) Stéphane Ouellet, visiting Halifax to present OSMExpedition medals to each member of the sub marine’s crew.
These medals are to” recognize their hard work, dedication and sacrifices, as well as the sacrifices made
by families and the hard work they also did to maintain the Homefront,” Capt. (N) Ouellet said.
The OSM-Expedition medals are awarded to personnel who serve in or provide support to overseas operations, with ribbons that acknowledge the specific theatre or task. The submariners from Windsor were
awarded for their work during NATO Operation SEA GUARDIAN, which focused on developing a maritime
situational awareness picture and combating terrorism, as well as Exercise DYNAMIC MANTA, during
which they worked alongside Standing Nato Maritime Group 2 in anti-submarine warfare exercises off the
coast of Italy. This was also the first ever deployment to the Mediterranean for a Victoria-class submarine.
“This was also the third time we had sent Windsor to Europe since 2014, so that was a very high
up tempo for the submarine, which is impressive,” Capt. (N) Ouellet added. Along with Cdr Peter
Chu, the CO of Submarine Sea Training, Capt. (N) Oullet presented a medal to each individual
Fall 2020
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Capt. (N) Stéphane Ouellet,
Commander of the Canadian Submarine Force, presented OSMExpedition medals to members ofHMCS Windsor during a ceremony at
HMCS Scotian on March 3,,2020.
Ryan Melason, Trident Staff

member of the crew. One was also presented to Cdr Chu, who was the CO of Windsor at the time of
the deployment. There was also one promotion during the ceremony, with LS Mike Benjamin, a
MARTECH aboard Windsor, being promoted to Acting Master Seaman.
This type of ceremony isn’t held often for members of the submarine fleet, and Capt. (N) Ouelett
said he was thrilled to be able to present the awards in person.
“The work we do is often under a bit of a veil of secrecy, which makes it so nice to actually be able to
get together with friends and family to celebrate some of our achievements. “ The extended docking
work period for the submarine is expected to end this summer, when Windsor is set to head back to
sea for trials with a new torpedo system

FOLLOW UP NOTE: 2020 Excitement is building among HMCS Windsor
personnel as the submarine wraps up the last phase of its Transitional Docking Work Period (TDWP)
and gets set to sail for the first time since 2018. “The closer we get to it, the more and more excited
my crew and I are becoming. Being alongside isn’t ideal for any sailor, so we’re all chomping at the
bit to get back to sea,” said Lt.Cdr Drew Matheson, Windsor’s Commanding Officer.
Windsor entered the submarine shed at HMC Dockyard in October of 2018 to begin its Transitional
Docking Work Period (TDWP), undergoing deep maintenance work along with modernization upgrades over the last two years. The TWDP’s purpose is to set the Victoria-class sub on its new operational cycle, which is planned to be nine years of service followed by three years of maintenance, a
change from the previous six year/two year cycle. In order for that to happen, Windsor was required
to go “back up on the blocks,” as Lt. Cdr Matheson describes it.
Fall 2020
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China's Submarines Can Now Launch a Nuclear War
Against America
Michael Peck
November 12, 2019

Key Point: If China could boost the JL-3’s range to 7,500 miles, like the Trident, then it could
reach the entire United States from subs stationed in waters near the Chinese coast.

China has tested a new submarine-launched missile that can hit the United States.
The first flight test of the JL-3 missile was conducted last November from Bohai Bay in the Yellow Sea, according to the South China Morning Post, citing an unnamed source.
“The new missile has a flight range of about 9,000 kilometers (5,600 miles), which is less than
the 12,000-kilometer (7,500-mile) range of the American Trident II and Russian Bulava submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs),” the Post reported. This would give the JL-3, which
can be armed with multiple warheads, a range of about 500 to 1,000 miles greater than its
predecessor, the JL-2.
The distance between Shanghai and Honolulu is about 4,900 miles, which would put Hawaii
within range of Chinese sub-launched missiles, and about 6,100 miles to San Francisco and
7,400 miles to Washington, D.C. However, unlike land-based ICBMs, Chinese subs can sail closer to the American mainland to put U.S. cities within range. Though definite information on
China’s missile submarine fleet is elusive, the Pentagon estimates that China now has four Jinclass subs with 12 JL-2 missiles apiece. These will be followed in the 2020s by the Type 096class, which will be armed with the JL-3.
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But China seems to be signaling that it doesn’t want to embark on an arms race with America. The South China Morning Post, based in the Chinese special administrative region of Hong
Kong, cited several Chinese experts who said the missiles were intended as a deterrent and
bargaining chip in China’s fraught relationship with the U.S.
“Beijing will only develop a small number of SSBNs [ballistic missile submarines] and submarine-launched ballistic missiles because its main focus is to make sure the PLA has the most
effective and powerful second-strike counterattack capability in
the event that the country is hit by nuclear
weapons,” one expert
said.
Interestingly, the
Post’s source suggested
that Chinese sublaunched missiles have a
shorter range than
American or Russian
models because of
issues with China’s ballistic missile submarines. “The JL SLBMs have
a shorter range because the Chinese military has so far failed to make any significant technology breakthroughs in developing nuclear-powered submarines,” the source said. Chinese experts also suggested that the JL-3 has yet to achieve full range.
If China could boost the JL-3’s range to 7,500 miles, like the Trident, then it could reach the
entire United States from subs stationed in waters near the Chinese coast. China maintains
Russian-style “bastions” where SSBNs can lurk under the protection of Chinese air and naval
forces.
One Chinese expert said a missile that could hit the entire U.S. could be fielded within four
years, as the Type 096 subs are deployed. Chinese land-based ICBMs already have sufficient
range to do this.
With just an estimated 300 nuclear warheads compared to the approximately 7,000 fielded by
both the U.S. and Russia, China’s nuclear arsenal is comparatively small. But even a few Chinese H-bombs could wreak tremendous damage to the United States.
Michael Peck is a contributing writer for the National Interest. He can be found on Twitter and Facebook.
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Reagan Carrier Strike Group heads back
into South China Sea amid increasing
tension with China
Geoff Ziezulewicz

Oct 15

An F/A-18E assigned to the “Royal Maces” of Strike Fighter Squadron 27 launches off the flight deck of the
aircraft carrier Ronald Reagan Thursday in the South China Sea. (Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class
Codie L. Soule/Navy)
The aircraft carrier Ronald Reagan and its strike group returned to the South China Sea Thursday for the
third time in its 2020 deployment.
The Japan-based carrier is joined by Carrier Air Wing 5, the guided-missile cruiser Antietam and the
guided-missile destroyers John S. McCain and Halsey.
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South China Sea amid increasing tension with

There, the strike group is conducting flight operations, maritime strike exercises and training between
surface and air units.
The South China Sea continues to be an area of contention, with Beijing increasingly laying claim to the
waters while the United States and partners continue to send ships into the region to signal to China that
the waters should remain international. On Tuesday, Chinese President Xi Jinping told his troops to “put
all (their) minds and energy on preparing for war," according to CNN.
“Throughout our deployment, we continue our long tradition demonstrating the United States' commitment to the lawful use of the seas and maintaining open access to the international commons, ” strike
group commander Rear Adm. George Wikoff said in a statement.

Carrier Ronald Reagan conducts air operations in South China Sea
Here's a look at recent developments in the South China Sea, including air operations by the US Navy's carrier Ronald Reagan
Strike Group and new military drills by China.

The Associated Press
Reagan operated with the Nimitz Carrier Strike Group in the South China Sea this summer.
The carrier’s move into the South China Sea comes a day after the destroyer Barry conducted a transit
through the Taiwan Strait, a navigation the Navy says “demonstrates the U.S. commitment to a free and
open Indo-Pacific.”
Geoff Ziezulewicz
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up for naval exercises
Oct. 21 2020

Diana Stancy Correll

Areigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer John S. McCain joined the Royal Australian Navy and Japan
Maritime Self Defense Force in the in the South China Sea for multinational exercises, Oct. 19, 2020. (Navy)
The guided-missile destroyer John S. McCain linked up with the Royal Australian Navy and
the Japan Maritime Self Defense Force in the South China Sea to conduct naval exercises on
Monday.
The exercises, which signify the fifth time this year that the U.S. has conducted exercises in
the 7th Fleet’s area of operations with Australia and Japan, aim to enhance the ability of
forces to work together and maintain maritime security and readiness, the U.S. Navy said.
Specifically, JMSDF’s destroyer JS Kirisame and the Australian Royal Navy’s frigate HMAS
Arunta teamed up with the McCain to carry out surface, subsurface, and air defense exercises
and other training events.
“By operating with our close allies in this way, here in the South China Sea, we promote transparency, the rule of law, freedom of navigation and overflight, all principles that underpin security and prosperity for the Indo-Pacific, so that all nations in the region may benefit,” Cmdr.
Ryan T. Easterday, commanding officer of the McCain, said in a news release.
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US, Japan, Australia team
exercises in South China Sea

up for naval
(continued)

Royal Australian Navy Cmdr. Troy Duggan, commanding officer of the HMAS Arunta, and
JMSDF Capt. Yokota Kazushi, commander of JMSDF Escort Division 8, also stressed the
value of the trilateral exercises.
“This activity is a valuable and important opportunity for all three nations, ” Duggan said in a
Navy news release. “Operating with our partners is essential for building and maintaining high
levels of interoperability, and contributes to our shared commitment to the security, stability
and prosperity of the Indo-Pacific region.”
All three nations are set to participate in naval exercises known as Malabar sponsored by India
next month, Reuters reports.
The U.S. Navy convened in the 7th Fleet area of operations with JMSDF and the Royal Australian Navy during exercise Sea Dragon in February and Exercise Pacific Vanguard last
month. The three nations also came together for a trilateral exercise with the Reagan Carrier
Strike Group in July, and a multinational group sail with the guided-missile destroyer Barry last
month.
Additionally, the McCain, Carrier Air Wing 5, the guided-missile cruiser Antietam and the guided-missile destroyer Halsey joined the aircraft carrier Ronald Reagan and its strike group earlier this month in the South China Sea as the strike group carried out flight operations, maritime
strike exercises and training between surface and air units. The Reagan has visited the South
China Sea’s waters a total of three times during its 2020 deployment, Navy Times previously
reported.

U-TUBE VIDEO’S TO WATCH
BEST UP TO DATE SSN VIDEO’S:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5d6SEQQbwtU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RXXMJAU6vY8
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Frozen Pathways

China’s strategic interest in the Arctic goes beyond economics
By: Swee Lean Collin Koh

Chinese paramilitary police border guards train in the snow at Mohe County in China's northeast Heilongjiang province,
on the border with Russia, on Dec. 12, 2016. Mohe is the northernmost point in China, with a subarctic climate. (STR/

In its Arctic policy published in 2018, China proclaimed itself as a “near-Arctic state,”
has since invited controversy.

a label that

Beijing has long regarded the Arctic as consequential to its strategic, economic and environmental
interests. China also believes that, in line with international legal treaties — especially the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and the Spitsbergen Treaty — it enjoys such rights as scientific research, freedom of navigation, and overflight, fishery, cable-laying and resource development in the Arctic high seas.
Even before the Arctic policy was unveiled, Beijing gradually expanded its footprint in the region.
Notably, since 1999, the Chinese have conducted numerous Arctic expeditions and built their first
research base, the Yellow River Station on Svalbard Island in 2004. Generally, China’s current policy involves the acquisition of knowledge about the region; protecting, exploiting and participating
in the management of the Arctic Ocean; safeguarding the international community’s common interests; and promoting its sustainable development in the region.
China’s better-known Arctic activities are primarily economic, especially energy cooperation with
Russia. As part of Beijing’s effort to wean off coal dependence for power generation and to bolster
energy security, in December 2019, it inaugurated the 3,000-kilometer-long “Power of Siberia” natural gas pipeline linking Russia’s Siberian fields to northeast China. Chinese companies also play
key roles in the Arctic LNG 2, the second major natural gas project currently under development in
the Russian Arctic.
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Energy aside, China’s collaboration
with Russia on establishing a global
transport corridor via the Northern Sea Route, or NSR, has in recent times seized no small amount
of attention. Experts believe this route would be around 40 percent faster than the same journey via
the Suez Canal, significantly slashing fuel costs. With global warming and the consequent opening
up of more ice-free periods per year, the prosp
In order to make the NSR safe and commercially viable, Russia envisaged a network of port terminals and logistics centers along the route, which would therefore require massive investments beyond what Moscow’s limited coffers can offer. In this respect, China’s Belt and Road Initiative becomes an attractive proposition when it comes to the promise of major funding for infrastructure
development, with Russian President Vladimir Putin seeking the inclusion of the NSR as part of
China’s 21st Century Maritime Silk Road under the “Polar Silk Road” notion.
Still, questions about the slower speed of transit through ice, the need for ice-class vessels that also
adds costs, and unpredictable transit times for just-in-time shipping as well as shallow waters dominating the Russian coast along the NSR led to hesitancy among shipping companies.
Purely scientific for mankind?

China’s strategic interests in the Arctic, however, have largely been overshadowed
by its economic interests, even though in recent times this aspect has become
magnified through the broader geopolitical rivalry with the United States. In a
speech at the Arctic Council ministerial meeting in May 2019, U.S. Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo warned of the dangers of Chinese investment in the Arctic.

For complete detailed article see Defence News—Frozen Pathways
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Royal Navy officer in charge of nuclear missiles ‘sent home after
arriving for shift drunk and clutching bag of BBQ Chicken’
By Gary Flockhart

Monday, Oct. 19, 2020

Lieutenant Commander Len Louw, a weapons engineering officer in his 40’s is now under investigation
after being sent back to Faslane in Scotland following the incident in the US.
It is the latest scandal to hit HMS Vigilant, which has been dubbed “HMS Sex & Cocaine” after more than
35 crew members tested positive for Covid-19 after leaving a US base to party.
Colleagues raised concerns when Lt. Commander Louw arrived for work at the submarine while it was
docked at the US Navy’s Kings Bay base in Camden County, Georgie for maintenance.
It is understood he had been drinking the night before and was carrying a bag of leftover grilled chicken
from a barbecue for his lunch.
He was declared unfit for duty and was sent home pending an investigation following the incident more
than a month of go.
Lt. Commander Louw is responsible for all weapons and sensors on board the vessel
A Royal Navy spokesman said: “ An investigation is under way therefore it would be inappropriate to comment further”.
However, when an individual’s conduct falls short of the high standards we expect, we won’t hesitate to
take the appropriate action.
“While we don’t comment on the detail, there are numerous safety checks and processes to protect the
safety and use of weapons aboard all submarines.”

HMS Vigilant is one of the four submarines which make up the UK’s nuclear deterrent.
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Watch a US Navy drone
resupply a ballistic missile submarine at sea
Harm Venhuizen

An unmanned aerial vehicle delivers a payload to the Ohio-class ballistic-missile submarine
Henry M. Jackson around the Hawaiian Islands on Monday. (MC1 Devin M. Langer/Navy)

Past and future collided when a drone resupplied one of the Navy’s oldest ballistic missile
submarines on Monday.
The resupply, which took place near the Hawaiian Islands, was “designed to test and evaluate
the tactics, techniques, and procedures of U.S. Strategic Command’s expeditionary logistics
and enhance the overall readiness of our strategic forces,” according to image descriptions.
While short in distance and small in size, the experimental resupply demonstrated potential for
future resupply without the need for ports or nearby ships.

Sailors watch as
the Henry Jackson
gets into position
to receive a payload by drone
near the Hawaiian
Islands. (MC1
Devin M. Langer/
Navy)

The resupply, which took place near the Hawaiian Islands, was “designed to test and evaluate
the tactics, techniques, and procedures of U.S. Strategic Command’s expeditionary logistics
and enhance the overall readiness of our strategic forces,” according to image descriptions.
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https://youtu.be/dy4ZUnUUgRc

While short in distance and small in size, the experimental resupply demonstrated potential for
future resupply without the need for ports or nearby ships.
The Henry Jackson reached a milestone 100 strategic deterrent patrols earlier this year, a feat
few other ballistic missile submarines can boast. Following maintenance and COVID -19 mitigation measures, the submarine deployed on March 31, exactly 108 years after the birth of namesake Senator Henry Martin Jackson, and returned on Aug. 5.
“We are still reliable and credible,” Cmdr. Freniere, the submarine’s commanding officer, said
at the time. “The fact that Jackson sailors are able to meet the same number of days underway
this year as were expected when the ship was commissioned, is a testament to these Sailors'
superior maintenance skills, ingenuity and grit.”
The Henry Jackson was one of only four ballistic missile submarines in the Navy to receive a
conversion from Trident I to Trident II missiles. In 2016, the ship was also the first ballistic missile submarine to undergo a 32-year extended refit period to ensure its longevity, the Navy reported.

Electronics Technician, Submarine,
Navigation, 1st Class Carlos Gonzalez and Chief Electronics Technician, Submarine, Navigation Michael Inman, both assigned to
Commander, Submarine Force,
U.S. Pacific Fleet, pilot the drone
after delivering a small payload to
the Henry Jackson. (MC1 Michael
B. Zingaro/Navy)
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Navy enters new era by welcoming long-awaited
Artic warship into fleet
Lee Berthiaume
The Canadian Press

Friday, July 31, 2020

OTTAWA -- The Royal Canadian Navy is poised to enter a new era by taking possession of the
first armed warship under the federal government's multibillion-dollar shipbuilding plan, and
the first built for Arctic military operations in decades.
HMCS Harry DeWolf was welcomed in a ceremony at Canadian Forces Base Halifax on Friday,
five years after Irving Shipbuilding first started cutting steel on the Arctic offshore patrol ship
-- and two years later than originally scheduled.
Top navy officers marked the occasion along with representatives from Irving, which is slated
to build five more such vessels for the navy and two for the Canadian Coast Guard in the next
few years.

SAOC WEST
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enhanced Canadian Arctic pres-

ence, effectively complementing the capabilities of our other current and future warships
through critical reconnaissance and surveillance operations," said Vice-Admiral Art McDonald, the commander of the navy, in a statement.
Harry DeWolf was a career navy officer who retired as chief of the naval staff in 1960. He rose
to prominence as commander of HMCS Haida during the Second World War, known for daring
tactical manoeuvres and sinking numerous enemy vessels, especially in the English Channel.
While the DeWolf's delivery is a major milestone for the federal government's shipbuilding
plan -- through which Ottawa is replacing nearly all of the large ships in the navy and coast
guard -- it wasn't easy coming.
Then-prime minister Stephen Harper first announced plans to build up to eight armed Arctic
patrol vessels in July 2007 and Irving was selected in October 2011 to produce them before
building replacements for the navy's frigates and destroyers.
But the following years saw several cost overruns and delays in the program.
After work started on the DeWolf in 2015, Irving said it would only be able to build five ships
with the $3.1 billion budgeted for the project. The government ended up increasing the budget
to $4.1 billion for six.
That money does not include the two ships for the coast guard, which are expected to cost
about $400 million each.
Technical problems were also blamed for pushing the delivery date back several times. Then
Irving closed its Halifax shipyard in March for several months because of COVID-19.
Despite those setbacks, University of Calgary professor Rob Huebert described the DeWolf's
arrival as an "amazing step forward" for the Royal Canadian Navy. It's the first vessel specially
built for military operations in the Arctic since the 1950s.
And it couldn't come at a better time, as more and more countries are starting to increase their
interest -- and military footprints -- in the Far North, which is becoming easier to access due to
climate change, said Huebert, who is an expert on Arctic policy.
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Apart from seeking to deny access to the Arctic, the PLAN may also use the ice-cover as a hiding spot for its
ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs). This was possibility raised by the DoD’s 2019 China security review
and raised by Secretary Pompeo in Finland.
China scholar Ann-Marie Brady writes that such deployments would alter the nuclear balance between China
and the United States
There is certainly value in using the Arctic as a launch position. It would place all of North America within
range of China’s JL-3 missiles while the ice-cover provides for the noisier Chinese boats. Despite this, getting
there presents serious issues. The only realistic route is through the Bering Strait: 80 km wide with the deeper
submarine route running only kilometres off the coast of Alaska.
Transiting means passing over detection systems within very easy range of naval and air ASW assets. Overlooked environmental factors offer an equal deterrent. Shallow and choked with ice for much of the year, the
strait is a dangerous place for a large submarine. Commander William Anderson of USS Nautilus described
the region as an incredibly diverse jungle of ice ridges extending into the water from the surface. Some of
these ice pinnacles reach down dozens of metres, with the net result being a dramatic reduction in the
amount of open water available to a transiting submarine between the seafloor and the bottom of the ice
keels.
The result of these ice dynamics is that the shallowness of the Bering Strait is amplified, and transit made
more dangerous, something Anderson described as akin to a small boy trying to squirm under a low-hanging
fence

The size of a Chinese Jin-class SSBN would pose serious difficulties. In an internal study of the marginal ice
zones, noted submarine expert Richard Boyle suggested that the constrained nature of the Bering region require superb ship handling from nimble vessels, while any boat longer than 107 metres is probably incapable
of meeting the maneuverability requirements under ice in shallow water.
At 135 metres, a Jin-class SSBN will struggle to move safely through the region for much of the year. That is
not to say that a transit is impossible, but simply a very dangerous and uncertain proposition for an important
strategic asset whose safety and stealth is prioritized by the PLAN at all times. Why a SSBN would brave the
ice and SOS US nets to enter the Arctic is an open question.
At present, Chinese SSBNs can strike the US from anywhere east of Hawaii. Concerns that US SSNs might
be better positioned to track PLAN boats in open water are legitimate, however that possibility is only magnified moving into the Arctic where they would almost certainly be identified and followed by waiting American
boats.
Canadian expert Ernie Regehr puts it well when he asked: “what possible strategic advantage could there
be to entering a hostile region that is difficult to navigate and certain to mean facing intense anti-submarine
war fare operations”
As the PLAN expands from a coastal defence force into a budding blue-water navy the world can expect
more are-ranging Chinese naval activity. The Arctic has been identified as a particularly worrying target

for Beijing’s attention. On the surfacet here would seem to be some justification for this concern and
Chinese submarines may very-well appear under the ice. Still, a sober look at the operational realities and real strategic benefits of an Arctic presence suggest some of this concern is over-blown.
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Are Chinese
Submarines Coming to the Arctic?
In September, NAC Ottawa Branch hosted a talk by Dr. Adam Lajeunesse and Mr. Tim Choi,
the latest in its growing speaker series. This lecture explored China’s Arctic interests and the
possibility that Beijing might see the Arctic Ocean as an area of military confrontation.
Here, Lajeunesse and Choi summarize their presentation and lay out the possibilities and
perils of Chinese submarines in the Arctic. This article is based on an earlier North American
Arctic Defence and Security Network Report
In a May 2019 speech to the Arctic Council in Finland, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
issued a clear warning to the circumpolar world. China w a s m oving into the Ar ctic and
its influence would be destructive. The secretary decried China’s pattern of aggressive behavior
around the world and asked the assembled dignitaries: Do we want the Arctic Ocean to transform
into a new South China Sea, fraught with militarization and competing territorial claims.
A self-described ‘Near Arctic State,’ China’s interests and investments in the North have been growing for the past decade.
What is relatively new however, are the growing concerns that China may seek to militarize the region; specifically, that the People's Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) may develop and deploy an underice submarine capability. That concern was
voiced by Secretary
Pompeo, who in turn
was citing a recent Department of Defence report. Academics have
joined in this trend,
pointing to the potentially serious strategic
implications of PLAN
missile or attack submarines roaming the Arctic Ocean. The message
is clear: Chinese subs
are coming and the West
is vulnerable. That vulnerability is often taken
for granted, with commentators frequently
pointing to the sparse
US and Allied military
infrastructure north of
60°, with unfavourable
comparisons to Russia’s robust Arctic defences a common criticism. At a glance that vulnerability appears very real. The US has only one reliable icebreaker, no ice-strengthened surface combatants, and nothing like the surveillance and area
access and denial capability boasted by the Russians. If the Arctic is to become a crossroads of global
shipping and a significant resource base, as many expect, this would leave the US vulnerable Chinese
presence. At first glance the danger seems very real, yet the basic assumptions underpinning the
threat narrative are rarely gamed out to their logical conclusions.
Rather than drawing a straight line between a PLAN submarine presence and the presumption of
strategic threat, far more consideration needs to be given to what those boats might realistically accomplish, how they would do it, and whether it would be an efficient use of PLAN resources.
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While the prospect of Chinese vessels in the Arctic is not an attractive one from any standpoint, such a deployment would not represent the kind of ‘fundamentally destabilizing’ event
that is sometimes supposed.
Growing fears of Chinese militarization are commonly linked to the Arctic’s growing and anticipated importance as an international thoroughfare. As the region’s ice melts, shipping will
increase perhaps creating what Secretary Pompeo called the 21st century Suez and Panama
Canals.

Indeed, there are significant time and distance savings through Arctic routes, however the
value for China in sea denial and commerce raiding is questionable. Neither the Northwest
Passage nor the transpolar route are currently used for global commerce. Destination traffic
is far heavier but mostly involves community and mine site activity, nothing that would be of
strategic importance in a great power conflict.
In the years to come, climate change will continue to open the region and these routes may
grow busier. Despite this, the geography of the Arctic won’t change.
As a sea route, the Arctic offers shorter routes between Europe and the US Eastern Seaboard
to Asia. Even in a future of heavy transpolar trade, much of this commerce would be to or
from China. That trade would be closed in times of conflict regardless of what the PLAN.
Asian-Atlantic trade could still be interdicted in the North, thought it is hard to see how doing so would be easier than attacking South Korean, Taiwanese, or Japanese shipping closer
to home, where ports lie within easy reach of Chinese missiles. Military sealift has also been
identified as a potential target as the Arctic appears to offer avenues for more rapid deployment of forces to Asia.
This assumption is found in the Navy’s 2019 Strategic Outlook for the Arctic; the US Coast
Guard’s recent Arctic policy also warned of potential Chinese efforts to impede American
navigation in the region. These concerns are real but operationalizing such a threat would be
a tall order. As is the case with commercial shipping, the Northwest Passage does not lend
itself to military sealift, offering travellers both unpredictable ice conditions and an extremely
short open season. Even in an ice-free (or reduced) future, the region will remain inaccessible
to non ice-strengthened ships during the winter, with hazardous sailing conditions persisting
in the shoulder seasons.
Interdicting convoys in the Arctic would also be an unnecessary overextension of PLAN resources since sealift would still need to pass through the more accessible, deep waters of the
Bering Sea. This area would also present better hunting grounds than the littoral waters of
the Northwest Passage or Beaufort Sea where water depth is normally less than 60 metres.
Sea-denial operations under these conditions are certainly possible, but far from a safe or
optimal .
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Apart from seeking to deny access to the Arctic, the PLAN may also use the ice-cover as a hiding
spot for its ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs). This was possibility raised by the DoD’s 2019
China security review and raised by Secretary Pompeo in Finland.
China scholar Ann-Marie Brady writes that such deployments would alter the nuclear balance between China and the United States. There is certainly value in using the Arctic as a launch position.
It would place all of North America within range of China’s JL-3 missiles while the ice-cover provides for the noisier Chinese boats.
Despite this, getting there presents serious issues. The only realistic route is through the Bering
Strait: 80 km wide with the deeper submarine route running only kilometres off the coast of Alaska.
Transiting means passing over detection systems within very easy range of naval and air ASW assets. Overlooked environmental factors offer an equal deterrent.
Shallow and choked with ice for much of the year, the strait is a dangerous place for a large submarine. Commander William Anderson of USS Nautilus described the region as an incredibly diverse
jungle of ice ridges extending into the water from the surface. Some of these ice pinnacles reach
down dozens of metres, with the net result being a dramatic reduction in the amount of open water
available to a transiting submarine between the seafloor and the bottom of the ice keels. The result
of these ice dynamics is that the shallowness of the Bering Strait is amplified, and transit made more
dangerous, something Anderson described as akin to a small boy trying to squirm under a lowhanging fence.
The Los Angeles-class USS Hartford surfaces in the Arctic during ICEX 2018.
The size of a Chinese Jin-class SSBN would pose serious difficulties. In an internal study of the marginal ice zones, noted submarine expert Richard Boyle suggested that the constrained nature of the
Bering region require superb ship handling from nimble vessels, while any boat longer than 107 metres is probably incapable of meeting the maneuverability requirements under ice in shallow water.
At 135 metres, a Jin-class SSBN will struggle to move safely through the region for much of the year.
That is not to say that a transit is impossible, but simply a very dangerous and uncertain proposition
for an important strategic asset whose safety and stealth is prioritized by the PLAN at all times. Why
a SSBN would brave the ice and SOS US nets to enter the Arctic is an open question. At present, Chinese SSBNs can strike the US from anywhere east of Hawaii. Concerns that US SSNs might be better
positioned to track PLAN boats in open water are legitimate, however that possibility is only magnified moving into the Arctic where they would almost certainly be identified and followed by waiting
American boats. Canadian expert Ernie Regehr puts it well when he asked: “what possible strategic
advantage could there be to entering a hostile region that is difficult to navigate and certain to mean
facing intense anti-submarine warfare operations.”
As the PLAN expands from a coastal defence force into a budding blue-water navy the world can
expect more far-ranging Chinese naval activity. The Arctic has been identified as a particularly worrying target for Beijing’s attention. On the surface there would seem to be some justification for this
concern and Chinese submarines may very-well appear under the ice. Still, a sober look at the operational realities and real strategic benefits of an Arctic presence suggest some of this concern is overblown.
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A Submariner's Perspective
Starshell Oct 2020

HMS SPLENDID

HMC
S Vic-

In the March, 1982, just as the Falklands arguments between Britain and General Leo Galtieri of Argentina
and the landing of a group of the latter on South Georgia, a Falklands dependency, was causing a significant
increase in tensions on both sides, CDR Roger Lane-Knott of the RN SSN HMS Splendid was quietly involved in tracking a rather noisier Soviet SSN off the NW coast of Ireland.
This had been the primary occupation of the RN, and the USN, for many years, as described in the 2016
Penguin book The Silent Deep by Peter Hennessy and James Jinks.

The C.O. brought Splendid to periscope depth to receive a message and the latest intelligence updates. A
radio operator came into the Control Room.
“There’s a Blue Key message for you, sir.”
These were heavily encrypted and could only be deciphered by the Captain. Lane-Knott retired to his cabin,
where he used the special crypto keys to decode and record his orders. They instructed him to “Proceed with
all dispatch back to Faslane, UK and store for war.” “I’d waited my entire career for one of those!” recalls
Lane-Knott. “It was wonderful!” He went on to join the Falklands Force of RADML Sandy Woodward, and to
sink the Argentinian cruiser Belgrano two months later.
Interestingly, this assigning of, in fact, two RN SSN’s to the Falklands area considerably annoyed the
ralty and FOSM.

Admi-

They complained to Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher that this diversion of their scarce SSN resources to
the South Atlantic from their primary role of tracking Soviet submarines in the NE Atlantic and northern ocean
area made that role very difficult to continue as planned.
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Forbes:

Iran’s New Submarine Debuts At Massive War Games
The large-scale Zulfiqar-99 military exercise held in Iran this week looked a bit like America in the
1980s. U.S.-supplied F-4E Phantom-II jets, Chinook and Sea King helicopters and the massive Sea
Stallion were all showcased. These date back to the 1970s when Iran was an American ally. And there
was legacy equipment from Britain, Germany and others. But there was one particular piece of kit on
display that points to Iran’s growing self-sufficiency. It is the Fateh, the Iranian Navy’s first indigenous, full-sized submarine.

The Fateh Class submarine is armed with both torpedoes and, most likely, Jask-2 light anti-ship ... [+] H Sutton

It’s the first time that the Fateh has been reported to be part of an exercise. This points toward it
slowly becoming an integrated part of the front-line navy. Although the submarine is relatively basic,
it legitimately places Iran in the list of sub building nations. Iran’s submarine building program has
come of age.
By U.S. Navy standards Fateh, which means Conqueror, is actually a small submarine, about 157 feet
long and 14 feet across. Its displacement when submerged, which is a common way of comparing the
size of submarines, is about 600 tons. That’s a far cry from the Virginia Class at 7,800 tons.
The torpedoes are the Iranian built YT-534-UW1 type, which is specialized for use against ships. It is
an improved version of the North Korean PT-97W model. The Jask-2 anti-ship missile is highly unusual. It is a small weapon but its launch container has its own motor like a torpedo. This allows it to
swim out of the tube instead of having to be pushed out by compressed air or water. This is simpler
than the systems used to shoot full-sized submarine-launched anti-ship missiles like Sub-Harpoon.
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Iran’s New Submarine Debuts At Massive War Games (continued)
That said, the Fateh is not a midget submarine. It is a regular patrol submarine and can engage surface targets, presenting a threat to both warships and civilian vessels, particularly in the strategic
choke point of the Strait of Hormuz.
Iran has built a large number of smaller IS-120 ‘Ghadir’ midget submarines which play a major part
in the Iranian Navy line up. But the Fateh will have a longer range and pack a much heavier punch.
It is armed with heavyweight torpedoes and anti-ship missiles. Six weapons are estimated to be carried, compared to just two aboard the Ghadirs. Some Ghadirs, which are based on a North Korean
design (the MS-29 Yono class), were also taking part in the exercise.

The Iranian Navy has a sizable fleet of IS-120 Gadir submarines. These are also locally built but they are much smaller and their
design is based on a North Korean type. The Fateh is indigenous.

Fateh's small size comes at the price of endurance and limited weapons load. Six weapons is nothing
compared to the 40 or more aboard top-end nuclear powered fast attack boats. But being small can
also be an advantage, especially in the confined waters of the Persian Gulf and Strait of Hormuz,
where the larger nuclear submarines would find it harder to hide. Most of all, it is much cheaper to
build.
Fateh may be a test bed for future, larger, Iranian boats. In April I reported that Iran said it
is building ‘giant submarines.’ There have been suggestions that these might, at some point in the
future, be nuclear powered. But that seems far off. And because Iran lacks modern battery and AIP
(air-independent power) the next submarines are likely to still be modest in size. But Fateh appears
to prove that Iran can now build workable, full-size submarines.
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With the long days ahead during the
fall and winter when your stuck
inside perhaps it is time to pick up a book and read some excellent submariners stories.
Here are a just few to check out:
THROUGH A CANADIAN
PERISCOPE
Author Julie H. Ferguson
Through a Canadian Periscope offers a colourful and
thoroughly researched account of the Canadian submarine service, from its unexpected inauguration in
British Columbia on the first
day of the World War I,
through its uncertain future
in the 1990s, to the present

DEEPLY CANADIAN
Author: Julie H. Ferguson
Deeply Canadian tells the
story of the Victoria class
submarine acquisition and
why it was necessary for
Canada. It explains why
the RCN needs submarines
and tells the story of how
Canada nearly lost her submarine service in the 1990s

Dive! Dive!

Stalking the Red Bear:

Author Capt. L. Lamers ret

Author: Peter Sasgen

Ride with the author
as Razorback (SS-394)
submerges and travels
thousands of miles in the
depths of the Pacific .

The True Story of a U.S.
Cold War Submarine's
Covert Operations
Against the Soviet Union

Published 2019

!ndigo Books
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USS Submarines & USS Proteus in Tokyo Bay, 2 Sept. 1945 Japanese signing of surrender

75 years ago
Victory in Japan

The USS Razorback was commissioned in
1944. During World War II the USS Razorback was a very productive submarine.
She conducted five combat patrols during
World War II, sinking Japanese vessels,
capturing Japanese POW;s and rescuing
American pilots who had been shot down.
After having an incredible tour, with the
ending of the war.
The Razorback was one of twelve submarines to present during the Japanese signing of surrender in Toyko Bay on September 2 nd, 1945.
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prison for breaking in-

Rev. Stephen Michael Kelly was sentenced to 33 months in prison for breaking into Kings
Bay Naval Submarine Base in Georgia. (Photo via Facebook) The Associated Press

BRUNSWICK, Ga. — A 71-year-old Roman Catholic priest has been sentenced to federal prison for breaking into a Navy submarine base in Georgia with a group protesting nuclear weapons.
A U.S. District Court judge sentenced the Rev. Stephen Michael Kelly on Thursday to 33
months in prison. He’s already served most of that sentence, as the judge gave Kelly credit for
the roughly 30 months he spent behind bars awaiting trial and sentencing since his arrest in
April 2018.
A year ago, Kelly and six fellow activists were convicted by a jury of trespassing, destruction of
government property and other charges stemming from their arrest at Kings Bay Naval Submarine Base.

The activists in 2018 took videos of themselves using wire cutters to enter a locked security
gate at Kings Bay, the East Coast hub for Navy submarines armed with nuclear missiles. Inside the base, they spray-painted anti-nuclear messages and hammered on an outdoor display.
Defense attorneys had argued in pretrial hearings that the activists shouldn ’t be prosecuted because they acted on sincere religious beliefs. Judge Lisa Godbey Wood ruled they couldn ’t use
that defense at trial.
Federal prosecutors said in a news release that Kelly had previously served more than eight
years in prison for similar trespassing and vandalism convictions. They said the priest was on
probation when he was arrested at the Georgia base.
The judge previously sentenced another of the activists, 80-year-old Elizabeth McAlister, to the
17 months and nine days she had already served — allowing her to be freed. The remaining
five are still awaiting sentencing.
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"Hampton Roads long-time member of US SubVets, Craig Werner, (left) recently received a
Certificate of Appreciation for his many years of service to his subsurface brethren, from
Keith Nesbit, (right) on behalf of SAOC(West).

On Tuesday Keith Nesbit had the honor (honour) of presenting this certificate, with an accompanying "BZ" medal, to Craig. This was a culmination of the efforts of SAOC-West's Gratitude
Committee, which was helmed by our ever-thoughtful shipmate, Paul Hansen.
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Lt. Cmdr. Peter Hatherley
1933-2020

Peter was born in Sheffield, Yorkshire
Joined the RN at the age of 15 as an Engine Room Artificer
Apprentice. Served on HMS Daring until 1955 when he
"volunteered" for submarines.
His first boat was HMS Adamant, followed by Ambush,
Truncheon, Ambrose,Aurochs, and Astute.
During the time the boats were running out of Halifax Peter met Janet and they were
married in the Naval Chapel in Stadacona. In 1963 upon returning to the UK his service
in the RN expired. As he had enjoyed life in Canada and felt there were more opportunities for his family he decided to return there and joined the RCN in London in 1964 as a
Chief P.O
He served on HMCS Columbia, Bonaventure, Granby and Annapolis. Commissioned
from ranks in 1968.
Staff Officer at HMCS Chippawa until retirement in 1984.
Posted to HMC Dockyard Victoria in 1986 Lt. Cmdr (R) S.S.O. Ships Systems Readiness.
Retired in 1988.
After retiring he was a volunteer driver for Meals on Wheels, enjoyed an occasional
game of golf, and loved to travel.
Peter was a long time member and friend of the Submariners Association of CanadaWest and for many years served as Member at Large.
Peter is survived by his wife Janet and son Andrew.
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60th Wedding Anniversary

Angles & Dangles:

CONGRATULATIONS Lloyd & Kathleen

‘ Below Decks’ Tales
Stories, photos, memories, tall tales, funny
moments, amazing drama and anything else
you wish to share with fellow shipmates.

Waiting for your submission for our next
issue. Share a tale or two.
Send to: Valerie Braunschweig
Angles & Dangles, Editor
valerieanddick@telus.net

Barnes - 60th Married in Toronto on November 5,
1960, Kathleen and Lloyd are celebrating their 60th
Wedding Anniversary. Along with their wedding
photo is a photo of Kathleen and Lloyd with their
three sons Lloyd, Johnathan and Philip.
Lloyd is a retired submariner, founding and active member
of the Submariners Association of Canada-West. Congrats
on your 60th Wedding Anniversary from your friends the
members of the Submariners Association of Canada-West.

Lest We Forget

Beca

www.saocwest.ca

HMCS Victoria Homeward Bound

